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Undisclosed location. M in the café of a rest area along the highway



M knew he was condemned by a degenerative illness. One day he made his decision: 
resort to assisted suicide, a practice illegal in his country, to “get rid of the 
burden of this life” before the incurable disease that affected him would turn 
him into a vegetable.

Like hundreds of people every year, M traveled almost three thousand kilometres 
by car and train, crossed two borders and reached Basel, in Switzerland, where 
“sweet death” is allowed to foreign citizens and where a doctor was waiting for 
him on the day they had agreed upon. This is the story of his last 48 hours of 
life and of his last journey. A journey towards death, but mostly, as M himself 
said, towards “the dignity that my country denies me”. 



Undisclosed location. One of M’s last espressos



Undisclosed location. M in a rest area along the highway



Undisclosed location. M in a rest area along the highway



Undisclosed location. M in his car along the highway



Undisclosed location. M in his car along the highway



Undisclosed location. M in a rest area along the highway



Rome. M pays a visit to the curch of Santa Maria Maggiore



M in downtown Rome



M at the Termini railway station in Rome



M at the Termini railway station in Rome



M on the train taking him from Rome to Milano



M arrives at Milano’s central railway station



M at the taxi stand in front of Milano’s central railway station



Milano. M on a taxi crossing the city



M at Milano’s central railway station



M at Milano’s central railway station



M on the train from Milano to Switzerland



Effretikon, Switzerland. M’s luggage on a bench while he 
waits for a train to Basel at the railway station



M on the train from Effretikon to Basel



Basel. The view from the hotel room where M spent his last night



Basel. Doctor Erika Preisig has M, whom she will accompany 
through assisted suicide the following day, sign the last forms.
M is seeing Preisig in his hotel room



Basel. M and doctor Erika Preisig, who will accompany him 
through assisted suicide the following day,
take a walk together in downtown Marktplatz



Basel. Doctor Erika Preisig in the apartment where in a few 
minutes she will perform the assisted suicide on M. Here she is 
setting up the IV which contains the lethal dose
of sodium pentobarbital dissolved in a saline solution



Basel. Doctor Erika Preisig and brother Ruedi 
insert the IV needle in M’s forearm, in the 
apartment where in a few minutes they will 
perform an assisted suicide on him



Basel. A few minutes after the valve was opened, M is dead



Basel. A few minutes after the valve was opened, M 
is dead. Before calling the police, Erika Preisig 
is checking for vital signs



Basel. M’s corpse lies on the floor
of the apartment where the assisted suicide 

took place. The police, coroner (who 
undressed the patient to check for signs of 

violence or restraint
and thus confirm the suicide)
and chief prosecutor have left



Basel. M’s corpse lies on the floor of the apartment where 
the assisted suicide took place. The police, coroner (who 
undressed the patient to check for signs of violence or 
restraint and thus confirm the suicide) and chief prosecutor 
have left. Doctor Erika Preisig, who performed the assisted 
suicide, lighted a candle for M.



Basel. In the apartment where the assisted suicide 
took place, M’s body has been set in the coffin by 
the funeral service personnel who will take him to 

the crematorium for incineration



Basel. In the apartment where the assisted 
suicide took place, the funeral service personnel take 

M’s body to the crematorium for incineration
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